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New York City's public schooJs, Joseph A

Gearing Up For
Ed Battle
AUSTIN, TX -- A state panel looking for
solutions to the teen pregnancy problem has
aroused the antagonism of parents all over

Texas. The Adolescent Pregnancy and Parenthood Advisory CmmcLI (APPAC) is tryi.ng to get the State LegislatUie to require
mandatory sex and contraceptive education
for grades K tluough 12 and the establishment of school- or community-based clinics
dispensing contraceptive services.
This effort failed in the las1 session of the
Legislatu1e. bu!: APPAC is turning up the
heat to get the 1993 Legislature t.o enact iL
An informa,fon ht circulated by Lhe Texas
Council on Farnily Values, a private group,
says rha1 .APPAC's recommendation:; would
benefit only the "sex pushers." The Council
says that "The prohtet:rs of L11esex industry
are perilously close to their fina! frontier usurping paremal authority and using stale
ager:cies, rnx dollars and public schools to
ensure that every teen has the right to sex,
contraceptives, condoms and abortions."
Established by the state legislature in
1987, APP AC is composed of representatives from government
and nongovernmental agencies - including the Texas Education Agency (TEA), the State
Departments of Human Services and Health,
and such private organizations as the Texas
Family Planning Association.
APPAC's
1990 reporl, "Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention: Suategies and Recommendations,"
provoked a public outcry because it called
for mandatoryK-12 sex education, sexuality
training required for all teachers, schoolbased health clinics, and excused school absences - without parental notification - for
students requesting reprnductive health care.
This time, APPAC is determined m create
the appearance of broad-based support for
the recommendations H wiH present to the
Legislature jusc prior to its reconvening in
January. APPAC thinks it has discovered a
foolproof method for reaching a consensus just exclude an dissenting opinions, At lhe
"summit" convened in Austin in late October, 100 delegates purporting to represent
a cross-section of Texas agreed that the only
way to solve the problem of teen pregnancy
is to establish school-based health clmics
and provide contraceptive education beginning in kindergarten.
San Antonio native An11e Newman, director o[ !.he Texas Council for Family Values whose opposition helped defea[ the APPAC agenda during the last legislative
session, believes that i:he October "summil."
was intended "to give the appea£ance of a
strong state:wide consensus for APP AC' s
See Texas on page 2

Fernandez, has kicked up a stonn of controversy by insisting tha, aH tile elementary
schools teach a 445-page "multicultural"
curriculum called "Children of the Rainbow," It requires tirst~gradeteachers to "include references to lesbians/gay people in all
nmicuiar areas" and insists that same-sex
"parents" deserve the same dignily as a married mother and father
When the nine-member
local school
board of District 24, which was elected from
a multi-ethnic, working-class neighborhood
in Queens, supers<.'.,ded
the l.wo offending
pages, Fernandez just "fired" the board and
appointed three of his own employees to rnn
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the district.
Under New York City's unique decentralirntion sttucture, the 32 community
school boards are supposed to be in charge
of curriculum at ilie elementary and middle
schools Fernandez attempted i.o Justify his
unprecedented action by saying it is a matter
of "policy," not cmTiculum.
District 24 parents and school board president Mary A. Cummins have read the r::mriculum and they won't accept it, no matter
what it is called. J\Ars, Cummins calls it

1wo lesbians beoime mommies: one of Lhem

was artificially insernxlllated by a "special
doctor," Parems who lry lo protect their
firsi graders from this information are attacked wilh the epithets "'censor," "rightwing fundamentalist," and "enemy of the
public schools,"
Daddy's Roommate, ,.vhich pictures Daddy and his male roommate in bed together,
is 1lnmher book sanctioned as a first-grade
"dangerously misleading
homosexual/ reader. A third reader in the Rainbow colleclesbian propaganda" which undercuts tion is Gloria Goes to Gay Pride,
religious and moral vahles. A gutsy grandBefore lhis flap, Fernandez was principalmother, she led a huge demonsttalion stand- ly known as the man who started condom
ing on lop of a truck oui:side of Fernandez's distribution in the nation's public schools.
office.
Last year, he began distributing condoms in
One of the first-grade readers rec- New York's 120 high schools, thumbing his
ommended by the Rainbow curriculum, nose at parents who protested. Fernandez deHeather Has Two Mommies, describes how nied parents the right to opt-out !heir chil-
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ISEA TILE, WA - Attendance was the
lightest ever at the fifth annual Academic
Freedom Conference sponsored by the
Washington Education Association (WEA)
ai the Seattle Airport I-lilton on Nov. 21.
There were a record 30 "no shows" for this
year's conference. The fewer than 100 teachers and administrators who did attend heard
presenlations on Political Correcmess, multiculturalism, and the evils of "censorship."
Representatives from !:he American Civil
Liberties Union, People for the American
Way, and similar organizations were on
hand to urge attendees to "fight the right"
The Washington Alliance of Families, a
parental rights coalition, had campaigned
publicly for cancellation of the conference,
describing it as a seminar on how to discredit parents who question curricula or
teaching practices, Cathy 1\ilickels, chairman
of the group, argued that the teachers' union
defines a censor as "anyone who disagrees
with themo" She credited the small turnout
to the considerable negative publicity her
group generated in the week leading up to

the conference.
In an artid:o that appeared four days before the conference, the Beliingham f-Iero!d
quoted. a spoJ.::esrnan for 1J1eteachers union
as saying chat 1he meeting would 'help
teachers understand hc-w to deal with very
small minmiries in some communiijes 1A,o
titlempt w dictate to rhe larger community
the kinds of things that should be taught in

t,

dren frorn this controversial expe1iment.
Fernandez apparently has sirnilar contempt for members of the city-wide school
board who disagree with him. He caHed
Ninfa Segarra, the board's Bronx represenratjve, "a political prostitute" when he
didn't like her vote on condom distribution.
Diversity, respect and multiculturalism
apparently don't extend to the culture of the
parents in Queens who are attempting to preserve traditional middle-class family values
in a hostile city,
Fernandez's autobiography, published by
Little, Brown and just released to the press,
describes how he regularly snorted and injected heroin for years as a teenage dropout
on the sl:reets of Harlem, more than once
passing out from a nea.r overdose, A man
from the streets of New York, his foul language, ungrammallcal English, and whal
some call his "abusive temper" have stayed
wii:hhim.
Fernandez's own New York City school
boz>.rdfinaliy re11Jized that ht had gone 1:00
far and voted 6-to-0 (with one abstention) on
Dec. 9 lo reinstate the nine-member board in
Disuict 24. The New York Times, which had
ediJmializect tt'iat Fernandez "was right to act
decistvely" in firing the Queens school
bas.rd and thN. he "swnds 1alr' in his baWe
against parerus, reported as "surp1ising' that
even the mayor's own appointees would not
back Femandex in this dispute.
Most of the newspaper articles reporting
the "Rainbow" controversy noted that Fermmdez is prominently mentioned as a possible appointee to the Department of Education in the Clinton Administration.
~
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Cathy Mickels

schools."
The article also presented ~,1rs. Mickels'
perspeclive. "Teachers do not have a free
ticket to do what they want 'With the children
of America," she saido "They do not have academic freedom to do what they want. in
their classrooms, That right 1sstiperseded by
parems' rights." IVirs. Mickels described the
upcoming meeting as ",m anti-parent conference that intends 10 divide and imimidate
anyone who c,isagrees with (the union],"
Despite the low att~ndance, the Sept 29
edition of the Lake Washington Education
Association (L WEA) newsletter described
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lhe conference as a "big success." According to the newsletter, the thrnst of the
meeting was that "it's very important to fighl
groups who try to control school curriculum,
library selection, and the right of academic
freedom." The report alleged that "WEA
members who participated in [the conference] had to do so under police protection ,
because the Hilton feared that this group of
parents would create a disturbai,ce," but
conceded that no such disturbance occurred,
"L WEA strongly supports parental involvement in l:he schools," the newsletter declared. "·What we don't support is any
group's attempt to impose their beliefs on
what is taught or discussed in the classroom."
l\rlrs. Mickels acknowledged that "the
teachers have a campaign going on about
how much they want parental involvement,"
but insisted that their definition of involvement does not include criticism. She
argued that efforts to paint school critics as
right-wing fanatics belie the fact that roughly 30% of the complaints received by the
school system come from lts own teachers.
In fact, a number of sympathetic teachers
supported the effol1S of her coalition by
leaking advance information about the conference. "YNe appreciate the teachers who
are fed up," she said
:Mrs. Mickdc; accused conferern::e organizers of "intent10nallyagitating hatred against
See Anti-Parent on page 2
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Nevada residents :ue slmlking their
heads at the enm·mous amount of money the National Edm:atiion Association
(NEA) poured into the November 1992
,elections in that state:
in cash
and a:rnother "'_;,"'"•"'"'"on ira-kind services. The result was U!at
elected
41 out of 45 of their emiorsed state legistative and school board cnll.didates.
The
is considered to be an examount
for a smallpopulation state and was rnore than any
in 1'-Tevada,inother special interest J'.s'TOup
duding the casinos.
Victorious NEA
candidates are expected to push to raise
taxes. The union's chief lobbyist has stated that property taxes should be raised
two or three times the current level.

More than. 350 parents carrying petitions signed. by another 1,700 parents sh.owed up at a Parkway (MO)
School Board meeting on Nov" 12 demanding that the schools offer a course
in sexual abstinence" Brad Baraks,
backed by hundreds of other St. Louis
County parents who call themselves Citizens for Traditional American Family
Values, told the board that the parents
were not trying to abolish the, district's
sex education course, but simply want
"an alternative emphasizing abstinence
and conservative family values - rather
than information about contraceptives
and sexually transmitted diseases." Parkway referred the parents' petition to a
committee, which is to report in the
spring.
The rate of sexual activity among
teen-age girls is soaring according to a
new study by a reproductive health
group. The percentage of sexually active
teen-age girls who have just one sexual
partner has dropped by more than a third
since 1971, while the number of those
having fom or more partners has doubled.
Jacqueline Darroch Forrest, a writer of
the study, claims this increase may be
due to the younger age at which teenagers have intercourse. "The other part, I
think, is that behavior really has
changed," she said.

of

The cost
college has risen 23%
over the past two yeairs - at three times
the rnte of' inflation. Today the total cost
of a college education, including room
and board, averages $17,027 for fouryear private schools and $8,071 for public schools. "People are not getting the
same level of services they were getting
three years ago," says David Breneman
former president of Kalamazoo College,
"and it's true they're paying more for
that"

EducalionR,epmter(ISSN088UJ608)ispublishedmonthlyby Eagle Fomm Education and
Legal DefenseFund with editorial,oJJicesat Box
618, Alton, Illinois 62002, (618)462-5415. The
viewsexpressedin this newsletterare thoseof the
personsquotedand should rwt be attributedto
F.agleForumEducation& Legal DefenseFund.
Annual subscription $25. Back issues available @ $2. Second Class postage paid at
Alton, Illinois.

AUSTIN, TX - You can't believe everything you read. Nobody knows that better
than Mel and Nomia Gabler, the Texas textbook watchdogs, whose scrutiny of proposed new schoolbooks for ihe state school
system has revealed hundreds of factual errors. Discovery of the en-ors has resulted in
repeated postponement of approval for the
text.s and costly fines for the publishers.
On November 11, a State Board of Education (SBOE) textbook committee announced
that 296 errors remain in ten 8th. grade and
high school history books adopted by the
state last faJt The five publishers responsible - Glencoe, Holt, Houghton, Prentice, and Scott- will be fined $300 per enor,
for a total of nearly $90,000, and will be required to provide c01Tection sheets for the
books.
Last year, me publishers were fined

$647,000 for the 5,500 errors originally discovered in their proposed texts, and an additional $860,000 in July of this year when the
texts were found to contain uncorrected errors. "Publishers have not been correcting
errors they promised to correct" comments
Norma Gabler. The SBOE paid roughly $20
million for the books.
Also on November 11, Texas Education
Commissioner Lionel Meno recommended
postponing adoption of four new American
government books until January, to allow
time to check alleged mistakes. Norma Gabler had already discovered 140 errors in
two of ihe books, and had nm yet had time
to examine the 01hers. The SBOE voted
overwhelmingly to accepi the commissioner's recommendation. "That was a big
victory," says Mel Gabler.
The Association of American Publishers
issued a 10-page report on behalf of the five
publisher:, responsible for d,e en-ors, claim@
®
ing that most of the mistakes were inconsequential and accusing ihe Gablers of
"nitpicking." According to the authors of the
report, "No text filled with facts can be completely without errors. And technical perfection, even if attainable, is not a sound
goal in textbooks. An overemphasis on eliminating small errors might lead to technically
LONDON, ENGLAND - Great Britain's
correct but poorly conceptualized materials
Education Secretary, John Patten, who this
- a costly triumph of form over substance."
fall changed his country's teaching methods
The supposedly "small errors" include the
by rejecting "progressive education" and
following: The publishers identified Benereturning to traditional methods (see Educadict Arnold as the American Revolutionary
tion Reporter, Oct. 1992), has also come om
strongly for teaching respect for moral law. commander to whom British troops surIn ihe British journal, The Spectator of April rendered at Saratoga, when in fact it was
Gen. Horatio Gates. They incorrectly in18, he identified what he believes is the
cluded Minnesota among the territories
cause of the shrap increase in crime.
opened to slavery by the Compromise of
Patten said, "H is, to me, self-evident d1aL
1850. They mistakenly identified Panama as
we are born with a sense of good and eviL H
a former U.S. territory. They placed the Civis also self-evident that as we grow up each il War Battle of Shiloh in Mississippi rather
individual chooses whether to be good or
than Tennessee. And they cited July 1974 as
bad. Fear of eternal damnation was a mesthe month in which the U.S. House voted to
sage reinforced through attendance at church
impeach President Richard Nixon, when in
every week. The loss of that fear has meant
fact Nixon resigned before impeachment
a critical motive has been lost to young peoproceedings were ever begun.
ple when they decide whether to try to be
It is not only factual errors that trouble the
good citizens or to be criminals."
Gablers, who also express philosophical
Patten added, "Dwindling belief in
objections to the new books. "They're
redemption and damnation has led to loss of
definitely multicultural, they're definitely
fear of the eternal consequences of goodness
pro-women's lib, and they're definitely
and badness. It has had a profound effect on
personal morality - especially on criminal- anti-free enterprise," charges Mel, who
believes the state educators are sympathetic
ity."
Patten called on society, and especially on to such "politically correct" propaganda.
churches, schools and parents, to reaffirm 'The books are written from the same
that
the
educational
the concept that "evil exists, not endemically philosophy
in the corridors of power, but individually; establishment holds," he explains.
Nevertheless, the Gablers have seen
that responsibilities are as important as
rights; and thal there are no excuses for marked improvement in state textbooks
since they began scrutinizing them and
crime."
airing
their objections a decade ago. "In the
The various forces that have secularized
America, redefined the family, and liberated economics books, we've seen definite
our society from "Victorian values" have improvement in the treatment of free
nothing to substitute for a fear of eternal enterprise," he notes. "In the world history
danmation as a punishment for evil acts. The texts, the Industrial Revolution is treated
young hoodlums who torched Los Angeles more objectively than it used to be. When
earlier this year and killed innocent people we point out textbook bias, our criticisms do
were nol restrained by respect for other peo- have a definite impact," he argues.
The Gablers have discovered, however,
ple's persons or property or by fear of police
that
pointing out errors to publishers isn't
or prison.
Since the publication of his Spectator enough. "Just telling them there's something
article, education journals in Britain and wrong with a book doesn't do any good, beAmerica have been sneering at it as "con- cause they don't know what's right!" comtroversial" and labeling him a "funda- ments Mel. "Their editors are products of
mentalist." He is not a fundamentalist as the same educational system." The Gablers
Americans understand the term, but he did have learned from experience that it pays to
dare to open his article with these words: "I make things easier for the publishers by
believe in God. I worry about Him. I think supplying suggested revisions for all errors
that He probably worries about me." Patten cited.
They've also learned that egos tend to get
called on the churches to resist "the tide of
in
the way. School officials are reluctant to
secularization" and tum toward "teaching
the fundamental lessons of redemption and admit poor judgment in selecting a book.
damnation, right and wrong, good and bad.'n "They don't want to admit that we were right

B
Chief
Identifies
Cause of (~rin1e

Mel and Norma Gabler

and
were wrong,"
Mel. "After a
school committee has
a recommendation for a certain text, no marter how much
parents point out the" flaws in it, the professional pride of those educators demands
that they take up for that book, no matter
how sorry it is. They'll fight almost to the
death for a book that they themselves know
is flawed."
Mel Gabler observes that "all schools
want good PR. They never want a public
confrontation if they can avoid it." Nevertheless, he says, "anytime there is open
confrontation, citizens are at a disadvantage." That's because, "in nearly every
case, the media win take up for the schools.
The news media have been inundated with
press releases from Norman Lear's People
for the American Way. These editors,, if
they're liberal, will believe the
bm
they won't believe us."
Mel notes that the appetite for scandal
which is notorious among journalists mysteriously disappears when political prejudices are involved. "Anybody who dares
say anything against the schools," he comments, "is considered a troublemaker."
II

Texas
Continued from page l
radical anti-family goals." Seventy-two summit delegates were carefully chosen at nine
public meetings held simultaneously on May
l in nine Texas cities. Governor Ann Richards nominated the remaining 28 delegates.
APP AC refused requests for an advance list
of the names of the regional delegates so
that parents were unable to mail a factual report endorsed by 21 Texas physicians to delegates prior to the regional meetings.
Texas State Representative Fred Hill, who
attended the Ll-iree-dayevent as an observer,
reported in his column in the Richardson
News that Governor Richards opened the
summit by urging delegates to "step away
See Texas on page 3

Anti-Parent
Continued from page l
a specific group of people." Nevertheless,
press coverage of the controversy preceding
the conference "opened the eyes of many
people. The media were fair to us because
we were so sincere," Mrs. Mickels said, who
took advantage of the opp011u11ityto make a
case for school choice. "If the teachers' union is going to organize against parents," she
argued, "then perhaps it is time for parents to
have the right to take their tax dollars to the
public or private school of their choice."
llili
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tellectual elitism brought about
an
alienation from the marketplace and the
everyday world of ordinary Americans ..
One of the primary reasons I left academe
is that professors aren't forced to live with
the consequences of their ideas. As a Congressman, I can see the good and m effects
on the lives of real people of any
policy idea of mine that becomes faiw.When
a professor passes his ideas along, whether
,.,
in the Temple by Martin to policy makers, students or other
Ander5on, Simon & Schuster, 1992, 256 pp, academics, not only isn't he forced to live
witJ1 ilie outcomes, he doesn't make his
according to the quality of his ideas,
This is 2n important addition to what I
like to can the academic whistle-blower as do those in the private sector ·whom Wir.
genre. Ir. is essential reading for any parent Anderson calls professional intellectuals.
The explanation offered by Mr. Anderson
about to spend i:ens of iliousands of dollars
to send a child to a supposedly first-rate is very clear and simple. Academe is the lasl
institution of higher education, or for .any bastion of American socialism. "America's
student getting ready to make a decision academic intellectuals are largely insulated
from the discipline of free markets, each
about which college to attend.
The title is taken from Mr. Anderson's university or college a tiny oasis of
scathing but accurate description of an too quasi-socialism," he says.
A divorce of power from accountability is
many of our nation's academic intellectuals.
They are people who "pretend to teach, they the essence of socialism, Mr. Anderson
pretend to do original, important work," he points out the devastating role tenure has
writes. "They do neither. They are impostors played in turning over universities to
in the temple. And from these impostors faculties. It has alienated professors from
most of the educational ills in America outside influences (parents, alumni and
flow."
regents), but also from department chairmen
Critiquing academe is as old as and internal university review boards.
universities themselves. M_.r. Anderson,
Combine this with the '·'you-scratch-myhowever, a former Columbia University back-I'H-scratch-yours"
system of peer
professor and now a senior fellow at the review for the academic journal axtides that
Hoover
goes beyond telling us help determine salaries, the reliance on
what's wrong with our colleges and government for 60% of university fonding,
universities. He tells us how we can go and the tuition and financic1J aid price-fixing
about fixing what's clearly broken.
scandals, and we see the ruinous effects of
As a former academic, I'm very familiax de facto socialism on our campuses.
with the sad reality of life on a college
The most important scandal exposed in
campus as lvir. Anderson relates it "The Impostors is what is being done to our
death of integrity in the heart of higher ed- children. I\!Ir. Anderson makes the vitally
ucation is the root cause of the educational
important point that, although the mi.nor
troubles which afflict us today," Mr. Ander- scandals within our universities have been
son writes, describing fraud, sexual harass- publicized, the real scandals - neglect of
ment, plagiarism, virtual enslavemem of teaching and the absence of quality writing
graduate students and a host of other woes.
and research - have not.
The beauty of Nir. Anderson's work is that
Contrary to popular assumption, many of
it helps us to understand how this an hap- our professors don't teach. They make
pened. We've read about Stanford bilking
indentured servants out of their graduate
the federal government out of millions, the students, tying progress toward a doctorate
Political Correclness movement, and coverto their willingness to take on a professor's
ups of sexual harassment at colleges. Mr. course load. The book points out that 44%
Anderson examines the root causes of these of Ph.D. student aid was tied to teaching in
phenomena: professorial hubris and in- 1988 and that an average Ph.D. took seven

Review bv

altimore Okays Sex ctivity
for Teenagers With orpla11t

BALTIMORE, MD - Baltimore has
become the first school system in the nation
to offer the Norplant implant to female
students. One of the first school systems to
distribute condoms, Baltimore plans to offer
Norplant alongside of condoms, diaphragms,
and birth-control pills, starting in early 1993.
Norplant consisls of six matchstick-sized
capsules, surgically implanted on the

underside of a girl's upper rum, I.hat prevent
ovulation by slowly releasing a dose of a
contraceptive hormone. The device is supposed lo prevent pregnancy for five years.
The insertion takes less than 10 minutes, and
is performed by trained health-care workers.
The cost of Norplant is about $700 for the
capsules, counseling, and insertion procedure. Medicaid will cover the cost of the
implant in all 50 states. Side effects include
irregular menstrual bleeding, headaches,
mood swings, weight gain, and acne.
Some critics say that Norplant sends the
message to young people that adults think
teenage sex is OK so long as a baby doesn't
result Other critics say that Norplant turns
the teenage girls into whores because all Lhc
boys have to do is feel her arm to ascertain
that a girl is available for free and easy sex
Iii
without worry about the consequences.

D1.ckArmey
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far more than any
bears the chief
responsibihty for the current sorry state of
affairs. This is the group of men and women
who constitute the governing boards of our
universities and colleges - the trustees, the
overseers, the regents."
They are the ones with true power to stem
the tide of failure and corruption, should
they choose to exercise it Too often
don't. The faculty and administrators are
instead left to regulate themselves, wil:h the
outcome similar to what one
expect if
a parent allows a child to run free in a candy
store. lVIr. Anderson's point is that
universities are big business and must have a
similar command structure.
M.r. Anderson offers other concrete
solutions along with his stinging criticisms.
He would restructure the -university - by
eliminating tenure, re-emphasize and reward
, good teaching, ban ideological litmus tests
in hiring, libemte students by prohibiting
student teaching and reforming the Ph.D.
process,
and st.amp out institutional
corruption, among other things.
In reality, Mr. Anderson has given us a
look at the transformation of the university
itself from a student-centered place of
intellectual and emotional development to a
place where academic intellectuals - "the
corrupt priests of America's colleges and
universities" - rule in their own self-interest
Colleges and univers1t1es became big
business in the 1970s, and in the rush to
capitalize on the wellspring of federal
they forgot their basic mission,
educating our children.

years to complete, in large part because
students were spending so much time
teaching that !hey had little time for their
studies.
l\1r. Anderson chronicles our academic
intellectuals' disdain for their fundamental
responsibility - teaching. "Teaching teenagers, no matter how bright and precocious,
the same subject matter, year after year,
some professors find demeaning and
boring," he notes.
The blame can't be placed solely on
professors for the fundamental problems
plaguing our universities. Mr. Anderson
points out that the enormous boom in
eorollmem bet~~en 1960 and 1975 added an
addmonal s.m1lhon _students_toour colleges
and umvers1ues. This preopllated the need
for 352,000 new faculty members and led lo
a predictable watering down of standards
Rep. Dick Armey represents Texas' 26th
and an explosion in student teaching.
district and was formerly chairman of the
In the final analysis, Mr. Anderson places economics department at the University of
the responsibility with the "one group who, North Texas in Denton.

Texas

Continued from page 2 ..................................
,_......,.....,_...,.....,.....,,_ ........,._ ....

from the horse and buggy era [and have a]
close encounter with reality." Hill said that,
"to the majority of those assembled, 'reality'.
is that teenagers are having sex and they
need to be taught how to prevent pregnancies." Despite their superficial diversity,
noted Hill, most of the delegates had at least
one striking characteristic in common - "a
history of having worked with teenage pregnancy or government employment in the social services."
Rep. Hi.Hdescribed the makeup of one of
the smaller "discussion" groups into which
the delegates were divided. "In the subgroup
I chose to observe was the Planned Parenthood di.rector from Brownsville, an Austin School Board member who had gained
local notoriety with a sex education program
he had caused to be implemented, a representative of the National Council of Jewish
Women who worked with pregnant teens, a
former member of a New Jersey teenage
pregnancy task force, a school nurse who
had worked in a pregnancy program for atrisk 5th graders, a teenage mother, a pregnant 17-year-old resident of the Edna Gladney Home for Unwed Mothers in Fort
Worth, and a NOW Legal Defense Fund
consultant from El Paso."
"It was obvious," Hill said, "that these
people had been selected for their personal
perspective on the problem."
Rep. Hill said he could have predicted the
results of the small group discussions.
"When they reported back to the main body
and compared notes, conclusions reached

were remarkably similar," he observed. Pro. fessional facilitators also helped to guarantee the outcome, said Hill, noting that "it
became obvious that the groups were being
led toward common conclusions."
The
same pattern was repeated in panel discussions. "The focus of the presenters, almost without exception, emphasized the
need for teaching of contraceptives," Hill reported.
According to Anne Newman, only 15 of
the 100 delegates expressed support for "directed abstinence." She notes that the upcoming APP AC report wili undoubtedly attempt to link abstinence education with
instruction in birth control usage, an effort
she considers disingenuous. "You can give
anybody information about abstinence, but,
unless you have directive education, what
does it mean?" she asks. "True abstinence
programs are directive," she says, "and do
not include double messages."
Mrs. Newman echoes Hill's assessment of
the summit "The process," she insists, "was
designed to get the participants to agree with
APPAC." She states that, according to officiai APPAC minutes, the Southern Governors Association, which secured $50,000
in funding from the Molt Foundation for the
summit, "wants to see the APPAC plan sueceed so it can replicate the process in other
states." The TEA and the state Deparunents
of Human Services and H~lth each donated
$10,000 to the effort, says Mrs. Newman - a
total of $30,000 of state taxpayers' money.
See Texas on page 4
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Sue North, a Washington State p,irent, has
serious reservm.ior;s about the "reforms"
in
r.he Perf~rmance-Based
1proposed
Education Act of 1993. Sne fears tllat
replacing the current system with the one
nr:nnIH":fl would be a c-:ose
of going from the
into mefire.
that outcome-based education
affective rather than cognitive
1\/Irs. North charges that the objective
of the reform is "to mold our children into
'politically correct' thinkers rather than to
help them achieve academic excellence,"
She concedes that many of the desired
outcomes - such as honesty and el:hical
behavior - appear laudable, but insists that
their "vague and subjective" nature raises
many unsettling questions.
"How are such attributes
to
be
measured?" she asks. "How are they to be
scored? Who creates the criteria? What
types of programs wiH be brought into the
classroom to change attitudes and behaviors
deemed incorrect?"
Iv1rs, North charges tllat the proposed
legislation has deliberately been written in
such a way as to mislead the citizens of
Washington as to the !:me nature of the
reforms and thereby marsh::iJ their suppon
for measures tlley would otherwise oppose.
All the right buzz words are used, and are
guaranteed to elicit a positive response. But
careful examination reveals that the words
often have meanings quite the opposite of
what might be expectecL
"They talk about citizenship," says Mrs.
North by way of example, "but it's not what
we think it is. It's not patriotism and love of
country," she says, but an amalgamation of
attitudes deemed appropriate for life under a
world government "Ifs all group consensus
collectivism," she says, concluding that
"omcmne-based education is in diren
conflict with democracy."
NI.rs, North points out that even the
advocates of outcome-based education
, acknowledge
that
the
approach
is
completely experimental. "No research has
'proven it effective," she s<1.ys."Our kids are

1iili"fflY'3IJ

guinea pigs in a process that hasn't even
been perfected."
More important tha~ the unproven nature
of the system ,s the met that the proposed
reforms will replace education, good or bad,
wil:h indoctrination. "Should the state tell us
what attitudes we need to hold?" asks Mrs.
North, "Should state objectives overrule
individual. opinion?" She can think of only
one reason why educators across the nation
are moving toward affective education:
"They want to control us."
Mrs, North believes that the educational
system outlined in the Performance-Based
Educauon Act of 1993 is based on the
"World Core Curriculum" proposed by
Robert Muller, assistant secretary general of
the United Nations, in a book entitled New
Genesis: Shaping A Global Spirituality. In
that book, the UN. official argued that
"humankind has entered a totally new era of
history, perhaps even of evolution." The
interdependencies of a shrinking world
"have forced governments
into new
co Heeti ve
thinking
and
cooperative
arrangements," Muller wrote. "Under such
drarnaticaHy changed circumstances . . .
there is an urgent need for more global
education."
According to Muller, "The world will be
in great trouble and will not be able lo solve
its global problems if citizens are not taught
properly from their earliest youth." "This is
a great new challenge," Muller proclaimed,
"a new historical dimension, and thrilling
objective for educators everywhere in the
world."
Muller insisted that "global education
must transcend material, scientific and
intellectual
achievements
and
reach
deliberately into the moral and spiritual
spheres." But don't vlon-y; it's for our own
good. "Global education," said lhe UJ'\J.
official, "must prepare our children for the
coming
of an interdependent,
S'-lfc,
prnsperous,
friendly,
loving,
happy
planetary age as has been heralded by all
great prophels." Never mind rhat they never
learn how ro read and writ,,,
~
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OLYMPIA,WA - Governor Boom Gan:1.- Student Leaming will develop "standards
ner's Council on Educational Reform and for what teachers, educational staff asFunding released in November a prelimimrry sociates and admi.nisttators (all certified
draft of its "comprehensive,integratedpro- staff) should know and be able to do to asposal" for wholesale refo1m of Washington sist students in developing mastery of the esState'spublic school system. Entitled Im- sential learning requirements." The Comproving Student Performance, the documeril mission ,.,vj_Halso develop "a new individual
calls for "a radically ne•N vision of knowl- performance-based assessment system of
edge :mdc !earning" and recommends "es- certiflcadon to replace the StHe Board of
tablishing world-class starn1-vd:s for what Eoucatbn's c1ir1ent program-approval certification proceGs» And it •¥iii eslablish a
students i"leedto know anti be aNe to do."
Governor Gardner esiablished [he Council Quality Schools Center "r,o coord.inate, plan
by executive order in ~!Jay1991, charging 1t and implement a professional-developmen!
with "rue responsibility to develop a 1ong- program."
te1m action plan lO refonn t.ii'lestate's public
The Center, in turn, ',IViHdevelop "a syselementary ;:uid secondary schools and sig- tem of rewards, assistance and consequences
nificantly improve student performanceo" He for school sites." The Center will receive
stipulated that the plan address "the creation $100 million biennially "to provide inof an educational system that is flexible and centive rewards m schools for meeting perallows each individual to achieve at high formance goals," The special consideration
levels [and which] is performance-oriented
that will be given to "at-risk" studems will
and emphasizes results rather than the main- undoubtedly encourage schools to lump as
tenance of existing policies and procedures." many students as possible into this category.
One of the more perplexmg aspects of the
He also requested that the plan indude recommendations for "the efficient use of ex- proposed legislation is its call for total deristing funds .. , and methods to obtain nec- egulation of the state school systenl. All
essary additional funds."
laws pertaining to K-12 education will be reThe Council's Performance-Based Educa- pealed - except the proposed Act itself (the
tion Act of 1993 would transform the state's law that will establish the Commission on
education system "from one comrol!ed by Student Learning) and svch laws "as deand focused on inputs to one designed to termined by lhe State Superintendem of
support improved :;mdent ,:mlrnmes." The Pubhc Instruction that protecr 1i1e health,
proposed act caHs for the state's newly- safety and civil righls of students and sLaff
established Commission on Student Lea.m- members." Giv,sn the psychological nature
ing "to develop essential iearning re- of many of the essential leammg rcquirements for student performance, in- quiremenis, one consequence of such dercluding a certificate of masiery, in addition egulation would seem 10 be :he crrcumvento the state-wide goals." A new per- tion of laws lhat protect parents' and pupils'
forn,ance-bascd assessment system "will re- righi:s,
place the current state stand.c1rdized
achieveThe Perfofmance- B 0sed Education Act
ment tests." Attainment of the certificate of proposes a "student-based funding system"
mastery will be ai prerequisite for advance- !hat, it claims, "will allow for maximum local comrol and tlexibility." In order ror
ment beyond the 10th grade.
The Council's stated goals are extremely funds to be allocated lo schools on a per puvague, Goal l, for instance, is for students pil basis, "each student will be reported anto be able to "communicate effectively and nually by an identification number,"
responsibly in a variety of ways and set- Schools with "at-risk" students will receive
tings." No indication is given of what is additional funds to finance an extended
school year.
meant by the word "responsibly,''
The Act charges lhe State Board of EdGoal 2 is for students to "know and apply
the core concepts and principles of matll- ucation to establish new certification reematics; social, physical, and life sciences; quirements for teachers, educational staff,
arts; humanities; and healthful living." and administrators "using the standards and
What constitutes "healthful living" remains performance-based assessment system dea mystery. Among the "outcomes" listed un- veloped by the Commission on Student
der this goal is an understanding of "the Leaming." It stipulates that "all existing cerprinciples, structures and concepts of social, tificates will be grandfathered." Advanced
economic and political. systems." Appar- certification for teachers, although '-'oplional
ently, no conclusions are to be drawn as to and voluntary," will be provided by the Nathe superimity of any one system. Another tional Board for Professional Teaching Standesired outcome is an understanding of "the dards.
Ill
principles of democratic living, including an
awareness of cultural diversity." "Awareness," evidently, is intended to be valuefree.
Continued from page 3
Goal 3 is for students to "think critically
Realizing that its elaborate efforts to simand creatively, and integrate experience and
ulate
support may nol suffice, APP AC is
know ledge to form reasoned judgments and
solve problems." It is unclear whether or not calling on the TEA to provide "technical as"knowledge" is meant w include received sistance [for) dealing with the opposition:'
l\1rs, Newman is incensed by TEA's plan "lo
wisdom,
Goal 4 is for students to "fonction as car- use tax dollars to train school personnel how
ing and responsible individuals and contrib- to overcome opposition from caring parents.
uting members of families, work groups, and This is a blatant misuse of tax dollars."
lvlrs. Newman is expecting a major push
communities." "Responsible" and "caring"
are undefined. The outcomes include "hon- by PtPPAC during the 1993 state legislative
est and ethical behavior," which suggests a session that opens in Januc.ry. "The people
moral code of some sort, though presumably of TexCJ.sshould not be fooled by APPAC's
not 8 Christian ei:hico Another outcome IS attempt to appear more family-friendly,M
"citizenship," which is redefined from its Ivlrs Nev.iJTWJ1warns. "1::.PPACis expected
traditional sense lo -indude "a multicuHurnl w pursue 1,he same agendJ, particularly
and vVOrid·vie,,,;t1,'~
school-based health clinics, which will allow
fo addition to establishing performance the 'sex induslTy' to market sex, pill:;. con~
standards for students, tbe Commission on doms, and abortions to 1.eens,''
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